Abstract -This paper investigates the emitter geometry scaling of RF noise in SiGe HBTs based on noise measurements. The extracted intrinsic noise using noise deembedding method is found to scale ideally with emitter area and is the major noise source. Non ideal scaling of noise parameters is found to be mainly from the non ideal scaling of base resistance. A recently proposed semi-empirical noise model is examined for its scaling ability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimal transistor sizing and biasing are important for high performance RF low-noise amplifier design using SiGe HBTs. This calls for accurate understanding and modeling of the emitter geometry scaling behavior of RF noise sources, including the correlated intrinsic base and collector current noises, their correlation, the thermal-like noise of intrinsic base resistance rbi and the well know 4kTR thermal noises due to extrinsic terminal resistances. In SiGe HBTs, the crowding effect on noise voltage of rbi is negligible because of the high base doping, therefore the rbi noise can be approximated with 4kTrbi [1] .
The study of scaling issue is based on experimental data of SiGe HBTs with different emitter geometries, indicates emitter length (LE), emitter width (WE) and emitter finger number (NE) scaling respectively. We first extract the small signal equivalent circuit parameters from measured s-parameters, and then extract the intrinsic base and collector current noises using standard noise deembedding method [2] from measured noise parameters. With the extraction results, different scaling effects on intrinsic noise and resistance noise are discussed.
In addition, the extracted intrinsic noise is composed of base electron noise, base and emitter hole noise. However, the present intrinsic noise models such as SPICE model, van Vliet model [3] and transport noise model [4] do not take into account of base hole noise, therefore it is not sufficient, as shown by our extraction results [1] . We recently proposed a new semi-empirical intrinsic noise model based on extraction results so that the model includes all noise components. The geometry scalability of this model is examined in this paper. Fig. 1 2 . The S-parameters are measured on wafer using 8510C Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) from 2-26 GHz. The noise parameters are measured using an ATN NP5 system from 2-25 GHz. Both S-parameters and noise parameters are de-embedded with the standard OPEN structure.
II. TECHNICAL METHOD
We first determine the small signal parameters using direct extraction method for each bias. Excellent Yparameters fittings have been obtained for all devices and all biases through a set of parameters. These parameters are well consistent with geometry scaling. Next, the PSDs of intrinsic noise sources, Sib, Sic and Sicib*, are extracted from the measured noise data using the standard noise de-embedding method [2] . 
Intrinsic
-should scale linearly with emitter area AE (=LE×WE×NE). Our noise extraction results for different emitter geometries indeed show that the intrinsic noises obey such ideal scaling rule, as shown in Fig. 2 , where the extracted intrinsic noises for each device are divided by its scaling factor M and plotted versus IC/M at f=15 GHz. Here M=AE/AE0, and AE0=0.24×20×2µm 2 , the AE of the reference device. Note that except for the reference device, noise parameters are measured only at three representative biases. In Fig. 2 , the Sib, Sic and Im(Sicib*) data of different geometries overlap well. The trend is not obvious for Re(Sicib*), primarily due to the extraction difficulties as discussed below.
Fig. 2 Extracted intrinsic noise divided by M vs IC/M at f=15
GHz, where M is the emitter geometry scaling factor.
These extraction results can be modeled using the recently proposed semi-empirical model [1] for all geometries. Fig. 3 plots the real, imaginary parts as well as the magnitude of the normalized correlation c (defined as
, as a function of IC and frequency. The magnitude of c is close to unity, indicating the importance of noise correlation in SiGe HBTs. Re(Sicib*) is one order of magnitude smaller than Im(Sicib*). Hence Re(Sicib*) affects noise parameters weakly and is prone to measurement error.
As the base and collector current RF noises scale with AE, scaling equations for parameters of the new noise model can be derived in a straightforward manner. For example, Sib is modeled as With the noise model parameters extracted from the reference transistor, noise parameters of scaled transistors can be evaluated. Fig. 4, 5 and 6 shows the modeled noise parameters versus frequency at a low and a high bias for each scaled device respectively. The scaling ability of the new noise source model is supported by the good agreement between measured and modeling results. 
IV. RESISTANCE NOISE SCALING
Now we consider the geometry scaling of noises due to parasitic resistances. For SiGe HBT noise, rcx is less important and re is relatively small, hence only rbx and rbi are considered here. Since the intrinsic noise has shown to scale with AE ideally, if both rbx and rbi inversely scale with AE, the four normalized noise parameters, i.e., NFmin, Rn×M, Gopt/M and Bopt/M, will nearly be geometry independent [5] . This will make optimal transistor sizing easier in LNA design. Table I suggesting a near ideal LE scaling. Consequently, the four normalized noise parameters overlap with each other as shown in Fig. 7 .
Next we consider NE scaling by comparing the 0.24×20×1µm 2 HBT with the 0.24×20×2µm 2 reference. Their normalized rb values have a large difference due to the path resistances connected to base [6] , leading to the discrepancy of normalized noise parameters. NFmin is reduced using multiple emitter fingers as shown in Fig. 7 .
For the three scaling strategies, only emitter length scaling is near ideal and should be primarily considered during noise matching. 
V. COMPARISON INTRINSIC NOISE WITH RESISTANCE NOISE
To compare the relative importance of noise sources in SiGe HBTs, we calculate three types of NFmin versus IC as shown in Fig. 8 . The solid line is calculated including both intrinsic noise and resistance noise, the dash line is calculated including only intrinsic noise and the dash dot line is calculated including only resistance noise. Note these NFmin do not have simple relation. For all the devices examined, the intrinsic noise contributes more noise. The bias dependence of NFmin mainly comes from the bias dependence of intrinsic noise. 
